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L-2    My Body 

*Human body is like a big machine. Our body have  different parts which performdifferent functions.
*Our body parts are of the two types :-a) external, andb) internal
Q1. What are external parts of our body? Name them.Ans- The body parts which we can see are called external parts of our body.          Head, neck, two hands, two legs, these all are the external parts of our body. 
Q2. What are internal parts of our body? Name them.Ans- The body parts which we cannot see are called internal parts of our body.          Brain, heart, lungs, stomach, are our internal body parts.
Q3. Write the function of the following body parts.a) Brain        b) Heart        c) Lungs            d) Stomach 
Ans. a) Brain- The brain controls all our body movements. It also helps us to think.         b) Heart-The heart pumps blood to other parts of our body.          c) Lungs- We have two lungs. It help us to breath.          d) Stomach - Our stomach helps us to digest the food we eat
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A. Fill in the blanks :-1) The ___________ helps us to think.2) The ___________pumps blood to other parts of our body.3) ______________helps us to breath.4)______________helps us to digest the food we eat.5)______________provides support to our body.6)______________helps us in the movement of our body. 
B. Write True or False1) Teeth help us to chew our food. (           ). 2) Our mouth is not an external part of our body (           ).3) Our mouth has two lips and one tongue (           ).4) Each legs in our body has a thigh, knee and a foot (           ). 5) Muscles helps our bones to move (            ). 
ANSWER 
Fill in the blanks:-a) brain        b) heart       c) lungs         d) stomach      e) bonesf) muscles 
True or Falsea) true         b) false      c) true         d) true         e) true
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Note:Make a thin copy for the assignment 


